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1. INTRODUCTION

Projects tor the construction of next, generation's accelerators

capable of attaining TeV cen':er-of-mass energies for pp and pp and

+' - + -
100-200 GeV energies for e e aod u, y, havs been widely discussed in

the literature. These accelerators will make it pcssible no

experimentally investigate the properties of weak interaction near and

beyond the unitary limit. These experimental studies are necessary

tor the development of a dynamic theory of weak interaction.

At present it is fashionable to assume that the weak interaction

is attributable to the exchange of intermediate bosons (W~, Z°) with

masses of 30-100 GeV. The masses in this range have been predicted by

different renormalizable models of the unified theory cf weak and

electromagnetic interaction. It is possible, however, that the masses

of these particles are higher by an order of magnitude. It is also

possible that the weak Interaction is a four-fermion interaction. This

problem is now being theoretically investigated (see, for example,

Ref. 2).

We shall discuss below a possible experimental investigation of

the weak interaction using pp and pp colliding beams of TeV energy. We

shall estimate the predicted cross sections for production of the

intermediate bosons and for the four-ferm.ion interaction. These estimates.

based on the scaliig hypothesis und on the part^n model, extrapolate the

data obtained at much lower energies and hence cannot qualitatively cake

into account the new effects that may arise at center-of-mass energies



of several hundred GeV. In particular, they ignore the possibility of

existence of heavy hsdrons and leptons with masses of several hundred

GeV.

In light of the present models with factorized color and type

groups (G x G ), it would seem reasonable to assume that the scale ofv s w
-1/2

masses of leptons and quarks is defined by G , where G is the Ferni

constant, because this constant is the only dimensional quantity

characterizing the leptons and quarks. Therefore, tha existence of

sunerheavy hadrons and leptons with masses of several hundred GeV seems

reasonable from the theoretical point of view.

On, the other hand, the cosmic-ray data and the data on scaling

violation at primary ^article energy of "-lO"' GeV may give evidence for

the existence Gf superheavy particles. Several surprising events, which

were given a name because of t/heir uniqueness, are worth noting:

The "Texas Lone Star." A 10 -GeV primary particle produced a

cluster that decayed into 150 photons with a total energy of 2 x 10 GeV

in the laboratory system.

"Andromeda." A 10 -GeV primary particle produced a 200-GeV mass

cluster that decayed into several hundred particles with a total energy

of 5 x lO3 GeV.

"Centaur." A primary particle produced a cluster with mass of

130-160 GeV that decayed into a hundred charged hadrons without neutral

Dions.
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The pp colliding beams of TeV energies would make it possible to

reproduce these effects and to study them under laboratory conditions.

The existence of particles with mass of ~IQG. GeV and cross sections at

production comprising an appreciable fraction of the Cor^l cross section

indicates that there ars totally new mechanisms of strong interaction

2 -30
wich '-»I-, at 4r*i the predicted cross section should not exceed I/M 10

10" 3 1 era2.

This "vr.odern physics" will have a dramatic effect on the cross

sections for weak, processes discussed belov. Therefore, the extrapolated

estimates given below may prove to be incorrect.

In Sec. 2 we examine the production of intermediate bosons. In

Sec. 3 we discuss the four-fermion weak interaction of quarks near the

unitary limit. The main conclusions are presented in Sec. 4.

2. PRODUCTION OF INTERMEDIATE BOSONS

Let us determine the production cross section for intermediate

bosons by using the conservation of the weslc vector current (CVC) and

the scaling hypothesis. It can be seen from CVC that there is a

connection between cr(W) the cross section for production of V with mess

, 2 + -
m and deem/dm uhe cross section for production of the e e pair with

the same mass m an.l an isovector electromagnetic current:

-1 dm1
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where ra is the proton mass. On the basis of a dimensional analysis we.

can assume that when m" «• m~ « s
,' • . P

drrO

Thus we obtain

6(VJ) ̂  & ~ I + 10 no.

This value car. be refined by using the well-known experimental data

OP. electromagnetic production of lepton pairs, which were obtained at

9 • 9 3

s = 60 GeV anc - ~70O-800 GeV" tor m ̂ 10 GeV. If we denote

nb-ueY ,

then cr(W)—0.1 F mb. According to the scaling hypothesis F is a function

?

Of !S~/s.

5 n

According to Knapp e t a l . F = 5 a t s~700 GeV" and m <3 GeV.

Hence cr(W)~0.5 nb a t m,";/s £ 10~~.

According to Horn e t a l . F = 2G7.iT (m i s in GeV) a t s~-S00 GeV

and 5 GeV < m < 10 GeV. At in = 5 GeV these data a r e approximate ly one-

s i x t h as l a rge as the Knapp number (F » 5 ) . This d i sc repancy i s

a t t r i b u t a b l e to (a) unref ined d a t a , (b) crude f i t t i n g , and (c) the fac t
0 9 - 9

that f(m~/s) does not vanish at nT/s "~IO ~. It follows from Horn's data
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and t h e s c a l i n g h y p o t h e s i s t h a t CT(W)~80 ph a t m / s — 0 . 0 3 and a(W)r*> 20 pb

•?

at m"7s ~0.12. -̂ , — =-
w

According to Duong Van's parton calculations using the Drell-Yan's

A . 1 i f t n - 1 " ) f "'""'•'

model F = m e K ' at s = 60 G e V and 1 GeV £ m £ 4.5 GeV, consistent

with the data of Christenson er. al. The value; of F from Refv:6.and=:!:he

corresponding O(W.) values, are given in Table-~1-. .—„.••:.--

We can see that the cross section for production of W bosons
2

sharply decreases with increasing m~/s. Therefore, for effective

production of W bosons in the pp collisions, the c m , energy should

exceed the mass of the V boson by roughly an order of magnitude.

The estimates obtained above, which disregard the contribution

from isoscalar electromagnetic current and from the axial weak current,

are valid only for the ground state of the two nucleons with T = 0,

In the pp collision T = 1 and there is no specific correlation between

c(W) and Cera even if isoscalar electromagnetic current is ignored, since

the final hadrons have different isotopic states in the production of

W+(T = 0,1,2), W~(T = 2), and the isovector photon (T = 1,2).

If we compare a(W) and oetn on the basis of the quark parcon model,

an additional factor 2c should be included in the relation Cf('.v) ~0.1 F:

o(W) = 0.1 2:p. The factor cp ̂ 3 is associated with the fractional

electric charges of quarks (discussed in detail in the next section).

The factor 2 is used if we assume that at high energies the vector

and axial current contributions to the emission of VS bosons are the same.
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Thus a production cross section for W bosons of the order of a nanobarn

would seem reasonable.

Since there are approximately twice as many valence u quarks tn

the pp collisions as valence d quarks, and u is approximately equal to

d, the production cross section for W must be approximately twice as

large as that for W in the pp collision. Taking into account the non-

valence quarks, this ratio should be less than 2. The production of Z

bosons in the Weinberg-Salam model depends on the Wei.nberg angle 9 ;
w

for sin29 = 0,4, O(T°)~(1/3-1/4) [a(W+) + a(W")].
w

It is interesting to determine whether the function f can increase

2
asymptotically and logarithmically a s T = m / s — 0 . In the parton model

f(x) is proportional to the integral

/
o f o

1 /4 + T, x9 = -§.4+ /§"74 + T, and q and 'q are momentum

distributions of partons and sntipartons in the colliding particles:

q(x) - x fq(x) and | = 2p//s, where p is the momentum of the W boson. If

q(x) — const as x — 0, f(T)~ tn T as T -• 0.

If we analyze the production of W bosons by using the Weiszacker-

Williatns approximation for gluons, the. logarithmic increase of the cross

section with energy can be attributed to the integral over the glucn

spectrum:
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where q and W are the 4-momentum and energy of the gluon, a is the

gluon-quark coupling constant (a analog for photoas), and a is the

cross se.ccion for production of a W boson by a glubn in a quark, In

order of magnitude a ~ a — f ~ ~ a G. Since at high energies the
O S -̂ S

in
w

gluon is almost real

2-

2
we can assume that a ~ 1 and a*" a £n s/ra". Whether the logarithmic

s o w

increase of the cross section obtained in this manner is valid cannot

be determine^ without further analysis.

The estimates of the cross sections based on the scaling hypothesis

may be incorrect for at least two reasons. First, because of a large non-

parton contribution there may be no scaling yet in the low-energy region
2

in wich do em/dm has been measured. Second, there may no longer be

any scaling at high energy which is needed for production of W bosons.

For example, since partons may not tolerate large energy and momentum

transfer, the possibility of using their form factors should be considered.

In this respect, the theoretical calculations of the production of K and Z

bosons by the e e colliding beams are much more reliable.
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The search for W and Z bosons can be greatly simplified by using

pp colliding beams and polarized beams.

Since antiprotons contain valence antiquaries, the yield of W

bosons in the pp collisions increases by an order of magnitude compared

with pp collisions, especially when r = m~/s is relatively large.

The choice of "correce" longitudinal polarization of a proton

beam, in the production of W bosons (or an antiproton bean in W

production) has a strong effect on the reaction cross section. This fact

car be used to determine whether the events, presumably the production

a,id decay of W bosons, are indeed such events. Thus, for exa stole, the

production cross section of W bosons moving in the direction of the

polarized proton beam increases by a factor of 5 as a result ol" changing

clockwise polarization to counterclockwise. Other analogous correlations

can be easily determined by using r.he arguments in the next section.

According to the four-color-quark model the different boson decay

channels should have the following branching ratios

where 9 is the Cabibbo angle.
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3. DIRECT WEAK PRODUCTION OF LEPTONS AND HADRONIC JETS

If the intermediate bosons are very heavy (in '** TeV) or are

missing, the weak interaction in the pp collisions can be investigated

only by studying direct production of lepton pairs with large mass or

pairs of hadron jets with large transverse momentum, which correspond

to weak four-fermipn interaction of quarks.

The collision of a quark and an antiquavk may result in the

«• + .'... -j- -. - -- — - „

emission, of lepton pairs: ud•— p, v , e v (charged currents) and uu,

dd ~* e e , ̂ 'ji , vv (neutral currents) or the emission of quark pairs:

ud ~" us", cd, cs (charged currents) and uu — uu, ss", cc", dd -• dd, ss', cc

(neutral currents), and also the emission of heavier pairs of quarks,

if they exist. The pair emission is attributable to the annihilation

mechanism and Co bremsstrahlung, i.e., transitions of the type

u -* dp, Vij,, etc. The following scattering processes are possible as a

result of the collision of two quarks: ud — us, cd, cs (charged currents),

uu -• uu, dd — dd (neutral currents), and ud — ud (neutral and charged

currents).

The weak interaction of quarks is basically determined by using

formulas analogous to the well-known equations describing charged-current

lepton processes in the V-A theory
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The electromagnetic processes are usually normalized to the cross section

These equations can be used for leptons and quarks (when used for quarks,

the equation for ve scattering should include the factor 1/2 which takes

into account the averaging over the initial polarisation of quarks).

Using the last two equations let us connect in terms of the quark

model the cross sections for weak and electromagnetic production of a

lepton pair with mass m:

where cp = u + d/ — u + — d. The factor cc, which depends only on the ratio

of the number of d and a quarks, should be assigned the value 5=3 (t? - 2.8,

3, and 3.6 for u/d = 45 2, and ], respectively). The weak production

cross section can be compared with the electromagnetic background at

m ~ 60 GeV and at m ~ 100 GeV the cross section exceeds it by an order

cf magnitude. The absolute cross section for weak production of a charged

lepton pair is
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where f = ra ~ was de!:<?r:-!J:?d -ni i.i:~.:^L< -L in the preceding section

dm"
2 -2

and m i s measured in GeV. At in = 500 GeV, dra = 100 GeV and m / s ~ 10 ,

i.e.., /$ = 5 2V:

Here the uncertainty in the cross section is attributed to the uncertainty

in the value of f. In the w.aak production of a lepton pair y, '•* in a pp

collision, at a given S = 2(V/s and T = m"/s the cross section increases

in contrast to that for a pp collision in the ratio d(x)/d(x), where

x = -%/2 T •/; /4 + T . The advantage is especially great for configurations

in which x is relatively large. The yield of ^~C pairs in the rp collisions

in the direction of the moraentun of antiprocons and the yield of y, y, and

e e pairs due Co neutral currents should be particularly large. It

follows from the data of neutrino experiments at E < 30 GeV that on the

average the d/d rauio is ~0.1 - 0.2 or possibly even smaller. Thus,

according to the ast:mates of Barger et al.

='O,OG±O,O£
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The charged lepiron pairs |j,'J and evs characterized by a large unbalanced

transverse momentum, should be recorded on. an anticoincidence counter.

The weak nonlep-onic processes should produce jet pairs with large

transverse momenta equal in magnitude and opposite in direction..

Unfortunately, the background resulting from the strong interaction is

dangerous in this case. To determine it,'let us compare the Fermi

constant G with the amplitude for the quark-quark scattering due to the

gluon exchange. The background is small if

If wa assuiao that c« ("" ̂"^ 0-2 and further decrease of 3 (t) Is logarithmic,

..consistent with the'asymptotic freedom, ', - T r> ' •

• • • • . . • • " • • • . . . . " V . - • - • - . • * - . •

As :a result , the5"weak amplitude will- r;emarin weak up to the characteristic'
: • • • • ;

: -..,. • ; i ! i . 7 7 9 • " : . •' : - " -~ '~ ' •' ' ' ^ ' ' '-.:': ' • ' " '" ' • ' . . - • • • . . . . . ..

values /t ~ , i , sG~ ~ ~ 450-GeV.; - -,"•=•;'• ; " ;; r ::

The weak-interaction contribution can be determined by using the

polarization effects due to n'onconservation, of parity. If the protons in

the.-be.am are polarized, therquarks are also polarized. The degree of

polarization of the u and d quarks can be easily determined if we assume
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that the uu diquark in a peofcun has a spin equal to unity. The proton

wave function can then be given by

where p, w, and d are the proton wave functions, uu is the diquark, and

d is Che quark, respectively. The subscripts denote spin projections

on the preferred axis. It follows from this wave function that if the

proton is fully polarized (P = +1), the polarization of the d quark is

P '= -1/3 and the polarization of each 'i quark is P = 4-2/3. This crude

determination of the polarization of quarks by means of the SU(6) symmetry

does not take into account the, momentum distribution of quarks and

corresponds to the configuration in which x ~ 1/3 for each of the three

quarks in a nucleon. The longitudinal polarization can approach unity

for quarks with x -* 1. Let us examiue the collision between, a polarized

longitudinal proton beam, the supplier of polarized quarks, and an un-

polarized proton beam, the supplier of antiquarks. We obtain

^
• *

where u(+2/3) represents clockwise polarization of the proton and u(-2/3)

denotes counterclockwise polarization of the proton. The lepton pairs

moving primarily in the direction of the polarized proton beam should be
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selected. For the p, v pairs moving in the same direction, we get

If, however, the pairs moving primarily in the direction of un-

polarized proton beam are removed^ their yield will depend on the sign

of polarization of the beam only to the extent in which the antiquarks

are polarized in the sea of pairs of the polarized proton.

The weak scattering of quarks (for example, ud -» ud or ud -> ud,

etc.) should produce analogous effects. However, since we are dealing

with charged currents as well as neutral currents containing left-hand

and right-hand particle constituents, the effects being discussed should

not be so strong. Since their magnitude depends on the ratio of the

left-hand constituents to the right-hand constituents in the neutral

currents, it will be different in different models currently being

discussed (Weinberg's., Salam's, Fritsch's, Gell-Mann's, Minkowski's,

etc.). Note that there are no odd P correlations between the spins of

some particles and the momenta of other particles in Che collision of

Q

ultrarelativistic particles discussed by us. Thus, for example, there

should be no up-down asymmetry in the scattering of uud quarks as a result

of the collision of transversely polarized proton beams (we refer here

to the asymmetry of the corresponding jets; u quark produces a u jet with

a leading positive charge and d quark produces a d jet whose leading
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charge is smaller). Note that for a pure V-A interaction the cross

section is independent of the transverse polarization of the proton.

Therefore, the presence of an even P angular dependence for the jets

relative to the direction of transverse polarization of the colliding

particles indicates that V-A and V-fA amplitude interferences take

place.

An angular dependence of the type cosZq;, where cp is the azirauthal

jet angle in the accelerator plane, was recently observed for electro-

9
magnetic interaction in Stanford.

In principle, we can determine from the longitudinal polarization

of particles in the jets that parity has been violated in the inter-

action of quarks. For example, the u + d -• u + s collision should

produce a left-hand polarized s quark, which gives rise to longitudinal

polarization of A hyperon in the jet. However, the background from A

hyperons produced as a result of the cascade decay of heavier particles

such as 3 and ft hyperons and charmed baryons is very dangerous. To

reduce this background, the leading A hyperons with momenta close to the

maximum should be removed.

The protons retain their transverse polarization when they circulate

in the accelerator's magnetic field. To change it to a longitudinal

polarization, the beams must be transmitted through special transition

regions in which the magnetic field is in the horizontal rather than the
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vertical direction and the collision must take place in the straight

actions in which there is no magnetic field. (We express our gratitude

to V.V. Vladimirsky for discussing this problem.)

What can we learn from the experiments outlined above? Of course,

they will give informoti'.-n on the weak quark currents. However, super-

high energy is not needed for this purpose, since this information can

be obtained mere easily from low-energy experiments. This argument

primarily pertains to the interaction of quarks with leptons, since

quark currents and the whole parton picture are being currently

investigated in the neutrino experiments. To a lesser extent, this

pertains to the weak interaction of quarks with each other, since the

present knowledge of this interaction is derived solely from processes

occurring at very low energies (nonleptonic decay of strange particles

and odd P nuclear forces). However, no information of particular interest

can be obtained by observing jets at hundreds of GeV c m . energies in a

weak interaction, so long as we are focusing attention on the kinematic

properties of currents (their isotopic and spiral structure).

The main interest centers on the investigation of dynamic

properties of weak amplitudes: first, establishment of the fact that

they increase to energies of hundreds of GeV and second, determination

of their deviation from four-fermion point structure (see Refs. 10-12).

This deviation should start near the unitary limit, but for dynamic

reasons can start earl .er.
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We define che unitary limit hs the energy above which the real

part of the amplitude of a weak process cannot be described solely by

lower-order perturbation theory, since this would contradict the

unitary condition. Let us determine the unitary limit for the

amplitudes f. wich j = 0 and j = 1 on the basis of the unitary condition

where f. is the elastic amplitude and f.OS are the amplitudes of

inelastic processes. Let us start at j = 0 for the collision of u

and d quarks. In the lower-order perturbation theory

The superscript indicates that we are considering first-order theory

f = 0, since there are -\o off-diagonal transitions for the ud system

(we neglect the ud — us transition whoso: contribution to the unitary

2
relation is pvoportional to sin"~6). It follows from the unitary

relation



that the right-hand side of the inequality has a maximum value of 1/4 at

-jtnf = 1/2 and Ref £ 1/2. Thus, since f(1) < 1/2, s ^/2TT G" 1 or

/ s *• 660 m "» 620 GeV.
P

As a result of the collision of u and d quarks with j = I

Note that all the f v's, with accuracy to sin9 and cosS, are equal to

f̂  ;. Therefore,

N

where N is the number of weak doublets. For example, N = 4 in the model

with four leptons and four quarks; hence s £ (3TT//2)G or /s £ 770 GeV.

If we also assume that all f^ s have the same signs, £ \4m f [

(N - 1) l̂ m f r|~ and

In this case f^X) < 111 N and /s £ 550 GeV.

The data on the dynamics of weak interaction near the unitary limit

can be analyzed from several aspects. ~ It would be useful to test in

terms of phenomenological dispersion approach the hypothesis that the
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low-energy constant for the four-ferrnion amplitude of the weak interaction

of u and d quarks is xiot a subtraction constant and is wholly determined

by the dispersion integral:

.A 7
2,

o

In order f.ov this relation to be valid, it is necessary but not sufficient

that the total cross sections for ud and ud weak interaction approach the

general limit sufficiently fast. Analogous dispersion sum rules for other

particles are given in Refs. 11 and 12. In order for these sum rules to

hold, the weak interaction cross sections must be sufficiently large

-33 9

(10 cm"). The question of whether the sum rules for different lepton

and quark pairs can be correlated requires a special investigation. To

eliminate high-amplitude neutral currents at low energies, we must change

the sign of the difference in the total weak interaction cross sections for

13 14
Vy,e and v^e (see the discussion in Refs. 11 and 12 and earlier papers,

in which rhis problem was examined in terms of the perturbation theory with

a cutoff). The need for this compensation casts doubt on the validity of

the hypothesis that low-energy amplitudes do not contain subtraction

constants and are wholly determined by the dispersion integrals. This is

another reason for testing this hypothesis.

At cm. energies of several hundred GeV, the deviations from point-

like amplitude of the four-ferraion interaction are determined by the
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following expression: for example, if the contribution from neutral

currents is neglected, the amplitude for elastic weak scattering of u

, . 11
quarks is

O7C 1

where the invariant s is equal to the square of the energy in the uu

channel with nonzero baryon number. The cross section is connected with

the amplitude F by

Therefore,

A ^ 4j

where z is the cosine of the scattering angle of the colliding quarks in

-37 9

the c.m.s. At /s = 450 GeV and Z = 0, we get de/do = 2 x 10 cm'/sr,

if the expression in square brackets is equal to unity. At this energy

the cross section is 9/4 times larger than that for electromagnetic

scattering of u quarks and may compare favorably with the cross section

for strong scattering due to gluon exchange. It would be of particular

interest to determine experimentally the parameter A by comparing the

equation given above with the experimental data. If the dispersion
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relations wi;h cwo subtractions are valid for weak interactions, the

parameter A will give information on the behavior of weak interaction

at energies much higher than the unitary limit: in fact, it can easily

be shown that

fdx.fJl -A

+ - '

where a = a (uu) -f a. (uu), a = G~X/6TT, and the end-point energy

's is limited only by the condition GS/6TV'2 « 1.

If A < s, this indicates that the dispecsion relations with two

subtractions cannot be used for weak interactions. It would be quite

9

interesting if it turns out that A » 1 TeV". In this case the cross

section for uu ~* uu scattering would be large, because the square

brackets would contain the value » 1 . A large A would indicate that the

weak interaction increases with energy far beyond the unitary limit. This

would make the experimental investigation of weak interaction in this

region not only more interesting but also technically more simple because

of the relatively large cross section.

Analogous investigation taking into account terms of the order of
3

(Gs) can also be conducted. The number of phenomenological parameters,

however, increases in this case. Moreover, some of them depend strongly

on the behavior of the weak cross section beyond the unitary rerion (they

include such integrals as ja"(x)dx/x ) . At s ~ (500 GeV)" terms of the
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order of (Gs) and (Gs)~ may prove to be of comparable value.

Several years ago, a strong argument against possible increase of

the weak interaction before the unitary limit was the lack of experimental

evidence of weak neutral currents, the small mass difference of the fC and

K mesons, and the universality of G interaction constant for weak charged

currents. Today, the first two arguments have been greatly weakened

because of the discovery of neutral currents with conservation of

strangeness in the neutrino experiments on the one hand, and the four-quark

scheme on the other. This scheme compensates for the strange neutral

current and for the mass difference of neutral K mesons. Therefore, the

only remaining argument is the universality of G. However, even it can

hardly be considered strong. First, the constraint imposed by universality

allows fairly high cutoff limits of the weak loops (see Refs. 13 and 14).

Second, because of the asymptotic freedom of strong interaction the gluon

corrections for virtual weak interactions of quarks may be small and

hence the quark-lepton universality will not be strongly violated even in

the case of four-fermion weak interaction.

We note that the phenomenological discussion of the effects of

higher-order weak interaction conducted above was illustrative to some

extent. We used the equations of Zakharov et al., which Jo not take

into account the neutral currents (left and right), only partially take

into account the quark currents, and do nc • -e conjectured SU(2) x 11(1)

symmetry of weak interaction. Our conclusions, however, will not change

qualitatively by takiag these factors into account.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Energies in excess of the unitary limit energy are needed for

investigat-ion of the dynamics of weak interaction. If the intermediate

bosons are light (lighter than 100 GeV), c m . energies of about 1 TeV

are needed for their effective production. Energies in the 1- to

10-TeV range are required for heavy bosons and for four-fermion weak

interactions.

Since some preparation for "exploration beyond the unitary limit"

is required, the c m . energy region up to 1 GeV should be initially

investigated. However, the feasibility of going to the second stage (up

to 10 TeV cm.) can be explored at this time.

Since the predicted weak cross sections are small (of the order of

a nanobarn for intermediate boson production and in the picobarn range

33 -2 -1
for direct weak interactions), a luminosity ^10 cm sec is needed

for conducting experiments.

Since the production of intermediate bosons and lepton pairs

increases dramatically on going from pp to pp collisions, the need for

production of proton-antiproton colliding beams is obvious.

Because of nonconservation of parity, the weak cross sections

greatly depend on the sign and degree of longitudinal polarization of the

colliding particles. This can be used to reduce the background. Therefore

the possibility of storing polarized protons should be explored.

We thank M.B. Voloshin, B.L. Ioffe, N.N. Nikolae^, and M.V. Terent'ev

for useful comments.



TABLE 1

m~/s

m GeV at

s = 60 GeV2

f

<J(W) pb

0.02

1

1

100

0.07

2

0.64

60

0.15

3

0.13

13

0.7

4

1.6 x 10~2

1.6

0.43

5

1.5 x 10"3

0.15
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